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Abstract: Kambara Reactor (KR) desulfurization slag used as slag-making material for converter
smelting can promote early slag melting in the initial stage and improve the efficiency of dephos-
phorization. However, its direct utilization as a slagging material can increase the sulfur content in
molten steel since KR desulfurization slag contains 1~2.5% sulfur. Therefore, this research focuses on
the effect of basicity on the precipitation behavior and occurrence state of sulfur in KR desulfurization
slag in order to provide an academic reference for the subsequent removal of sulfur from slag through
an oxidizing atmosphere. The solidification process of slag was simulated by the Factsage8.0. The
slag samples were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM),
and the amount of CaS grains was analyzed using Image-ProPlus6.0 software. The thermodynamic
calculation showed that the crystallization temperature of CaS in the molten slag gradually decreased
with the increase in basicity, and the CaS crystals in the molten slag mainly existed in the matrix
phase and at the silicate grain boundaries. A large number of CaS grains were precipitated along the
silicate grain boundary in low-basicity (R = 2.5 and 3.0) slags and fewer CaS grains were precipitated
along the silicate grain boundary, while the CaS grain density in the matrix phase was higher in the
high-basicity (R = 3.5, 4.0, 4.5) slag. With the increase in basicity, the number of CaS grains gradually
decreased, and the CaS grain sizes in slag sample increased gradually. The sulfur in the synthetic
slag was in the form of CaS crystals and the amorphous phase, and the content of amorphous sulfur
gradually increased with increasing basicity.

Keywords: KR desulfurization slag; basicity; CaS; precipitation; occurrence

1. Introduction

Sulfur is a detrimental impurity in molten steel that can easily form long strips or
flake-shaped sulfide inclusions, causing a decrease in the transverse compressive strength
and plasticity of steel [1]. In addition, the FeS formed in molten steel easily shapes a
low-temperature eutectic at the grain boundary of ferrite and austenite, which reduces
the hot workability of steel [2]. Lv et al. [3] conducted a study about the effect of sulfur
on the properties of high-manganese austenitic steel and discovered that an increase in
sulfur content leads to a decrease in the ductility and plasticity temperature range of
high-manganese austenitic steel. To reduce the effect of sulfur on the performance of
steel, metallurgical enterprises often pretreat blast furnace hot metal for desulfurization
outside the furnace. At present, the commonly used domestic hot metal desulfurization
pretreatment processes outside the furnace mainly include the KR desulfurization process
and the injection desulfurization process [4,5]. The KR desulfurization process involves
inserting the poured cross-shaped refractory stirring head into the molten iron to a certain
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depth, and then driving it at a certain speed to rotate in the molten iron to produce a vortex.
Then, the desulfurizer and the molten iron are fully contacted to achieve a desulfurization
effect [6]. In the injection desulfurization process, inert gas and desulfurizer are injected
into the molten iron at the same time by a spray gun, and the inert gas plays the main
role of carrying the desulfurizer and stirring the molten iron [7,8]. Due to the superior
dynamic conditions and high desulfurization efficiency of the KR mechanical stirring
desulfurization process, it has gradually replaced the injection desulfurization process
and has become the most widely used hot metal pretreatment desulfurization process in
China [9]. However, the widespread use of the KR desulfurization process in China is
leading to an increase in the output of KR desulfurization slag, causing the accumulation
of KR desulfurization slag, occupying a large amount of land resources, and polluting
the surrounding waters and atmospheric environment of enterprises. It can be concluded
that improving the comprehensive utilization rate of KR desulfurization slag is extremely
important for environmentally friendly production within enterprises.

The composition of KR desulfurization slag comprises CaO, SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, CaF2,
CaS and MFe, and the sulfur content is 1.0~2.5% [10]. At present, the treatments of KR
desulfurization slag in domestic and foreign enterprises mainly include recovering MFe
from the slag and reusing the tailing as sintering ingredients, building materials etc. [11–14].
Han et al. [11] used the combined process of grinding classification–gravity, separation–
magnetic and separation to extract iron from desulfurization slag of Angang, and the
TFe grade of the iron concentrate reached 86.32%, the S grade decreased to 0.21%, and
an iron recovery rate of 78.48% in the slag was achieved. Sheng et al. [12] studied the
comprehensive utilization of KR desulfurization slag in neutralizing acid mine wastewater
and found that KR desulfurization slag can effectively neutralize acid mine wastewater,
although there is little f-CaO in the slag. Fujino et al. [14] reported that the application of KR
desulfurization slag in sintering production can reduce coking coal consumption, increase
the melt, and reduce CO2 emission in the sintering process. However, if the use of KR
desulfurization slag exceeds 15%, the permeability of the sintering bed will be decreased.
In addition, Nakai et al. [15] showed that adding 70% KR desulfurization slag for hot
metal pretreatment desulfurization has the same desulfurization capacity as using pure
desulfurizer (CaO-5%CaF2) and can save 40% desulfurizer consumption. In summary, the
above research has promoted the technical development of the comprehensive utilization
of KR desulfurization slag to varying degrees, but the above process does not consider
the removal of sulfur in slag to improve the value of the comprehensive utilization of KR
desulfurization slag. Furthermore, the economic benefit of the above processes for the
utilization of KR desulfurization slag is low. CaF2 and CaS in the slag easily produce the
toxic gases HF and H2S due to reacting with the moisture in air, resulting in secondary
pollution. Therefore, developing new techniques for the comprehensive utilization of KR
desulfurization slag is of great significance to the long-term development of enterprises.

The main component of KR desulfurization slag is CaO, which is mostly contained in
the form of silicate (2CaO·SiO2, 3CaO·SiO2) and f-CaO in KR slag [16]. If KR desulfurization
slag replaces the reactive lime for converter slag making, it can promote early slag melting
in the initial stage of converter smelting and can improve the efficiency of converter
dephosphorization. Relevant researchers [17–19] have reported that C2S can form a stable
solid solution C2S-C3P (2CaO·SiO2-3CaO·P2O5) with C3P (3CaO·P2O5) to improve the
stability of phosphorus in the molten slag. To this end, the reuse of KR desulfurization slag
in converter smelting process has been studied. Jiang et al. [20] concluded that the average
sulfur content is 0.0136% higher than in the normal converter smelting process. It can
be seen that reusing KR desulfurization slag for converter smelting directly increases the
sulfur content and reduces the quality of molten steel. Therefore, in order to compensate for
the shortcomings of the current smelting process, the thermodynamic database Factsage8.0
was used herein to simulate the solidification process of slag, as well as XRD and SEM-
EDS were used to analyze and detect the mineral phase and microstructure of slag to
investigate the effect of basicity on the sulfur precipitation behavior and occurrence state
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of KR desulfurization slag in the form of synthetic slag to provide a theoretical basis
for the subsequent removal of sulfur in KR desulfurization slag through an oxidizing
atmosphere and realize the comprehensive utilization of KR desulfurization slag in the
converter smelting process.

2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Synthetic Slag Composition

According to the existing conclusions and the desulfurization principle of the KR
desulfurization process, it can be determined that sulfur in slag mainly exists in the form of
a CaS phase [21]. Therefore, the sulfur in synthetic slag was added in the form of CaS, and
the mass fraction was 3.38% (1.5% S). CaO, SiO2, Al2O3, MgO and CaF2 were all analytical
pure chemical reagents. According to industrial KR desulfurization slag, the basicity of
synthetic slag was set to 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5. The mass fractions of Al2O3 and MgO
in the synthetic slag were controlled to be 6.00% and 3.00%, respectively. The CaO and
SiO2 contents in the synthetic slag were added according to binary basicity. The mass ratio
of CaF2 and CaO in the slag was 1:9. The chemical compositions of synthetic slags with
different basicities in the CaO-SiO2-CaF2-CaS-based system are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of molten slag, wt.%.

Sample CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO CaS CaF2 CaO%/SiO2%

S1 59.23 23.69 6.00 3.00 3.38 6.58 2.50
S2 61.96 20.65 6.00 3.00 3.38 6.88 3.00
S3 64.07 18.31 6.00 3.00 3.38 7.12 3.50
S4 65.76 16.44 6.00 3.00 3.38 7.31 4.00
S5 67.13 14.92 6.00 3.00 3.38 7.46 4.50

2.2. Preparation Process of Synthetic Slag

The laboratory preparation of synthetic slag mainly includes the laboratory prepara-
tion of CaS and synthetic slag samples with different basicities in Table 1.

In the beginning, CaS added into synthetic slag was prepared through high-temperature
carbothermal reduction in the laboratory because CaS is apt for oxidization. The raw
materials for preparing CaS are carbon powder (purity > 99.85%) and CaSO4·2H2O
(purity > 99.95%). CaSO4·2H2O was first heated at 200 ◦C for 2 h to dehydrate and form
CaSO4, and then the dehydrated CaSO4 was mixed with carbon powder in a molar ratio of
1:2 and loaded into the corundum crucible. Then, the corundum crucible was placed in
the constant temperature zone of the carbon-tube furnace with nitrogen atmosphere at a
flow rate of 1L/min. The heating rate was set to 10 ◦C/min, and the reaction temperature
was set to 1100 ◦C. Finally, after holding at 1100 ◦C for 2 h, the sample was cooled to room
temperature in a nitrogen atmosphere and the CaS purity was calculated. The principle of
CaS preparation in the laboratory are shown in Equations (1) and (2).

CaSO4·2H2O = CaSO4 + 2H2O (1)

CaSO4 + 2C = CaS + 2CO2 (2)

Second, the quality of the synthetic slag sample was determined to be 100 g, and the
analytical pure chemical reagents were precisely weighed according to the different slag
compositions shown in Table 1. Furthermore, the chemical reagents were fully stirred and
evenly screened twice with 35 mesh and 200 mesh standard screens. The mixed synthetic
slag was placed into the corundum crucible, and the corundum crucible was placed in
the constant temperature zone of the carbon-tube furnace. The nitrogen flow rate of the
carbon-tube furnace was set to 1 L/min, the reaction temperature was set to 1600 ◦C, and
the heating rate was 15 ◦C/min. The slag sample was extracted by a quartz glass tube
when the holding times reached 15 min.
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2.3. Analysis Method

In order to clarify the evolution process of mineral composition and slag microstruc-
ture with basicity in different slag samples. The samples S1–S5 were detected by X-ray
diffraction analyzer (XRD, Rigaku/SmartLab SE, Tokushima, Tokyo, Japan). The detection
data of the X-ray diffractometer were analyzed by Search-Match software, and the data
were plotted by Origin2019. Moreover, the microstructure of different slag samples was
analyzed by SEM-X spectrometry (SEM-EDS; ThermoFisher/Apreo S HiVac, Wyman Street,
Waltham, MA, USA). Finally, the amount of CaS grains in different slag samples were
analyzed by Image-ProPlus 6.0 (IPP6.0, Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA).

3. Thermodynamic Calculation of Synthetic Slag Solidification

The Equlib module of the thermodynamic database FactSage (FactSage 8.0, GTT,
Germany) was used to simulate the equilibrium solidification process of the S3 sample with
FToxid and FTsalt. In the software, the pure liquids and pure solids of the compound species
of the production were chosen. The simulation temperature range was 1100~1600 ◦C, and
the calculation step was set as 10 ◦C/min. The results are shown in Figure 1. When the
temperature was 1600 ◦C, two phases coexisted in the molten slag, namely, the liquid
phase and the MeO#1 phase (CaO solid solution). When the temperature decreased to
1420 ◦C, the C2S phase began to precipitate from the liquid phase; when the temperature
was lower than 1340 ◦C, the sulfur in the residual liquid began to precipitate in the form of
CaS; when the temperature was lower than 1320 ◦C, the MeO#2 phase (MgO solid solution)
and the 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2 phase began to precipitate from liquid phase; when the
temperature decreased to 1275 ◦C, the precipitation content of MeO#1 and C2S increased
simultaneously. When the temperature decreased to 1150 ◦C, all phases in the synthetic
slag were completely precipitated. It can be seen from Figure 1 that the MeO#2 phase and
CaS were mainly precipitated in the form of pure substance during solidification, and no
chemical reaction occurred with the other components in the molten slag, while the sulfur
in the slag completely precipitated into the CaS phase. Moreover, Al2O3 reacted with CaF2
and CaO in the slag to form the low-melting point compound 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2.
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Second, the amount of precipitation of each phase vs. basicity is plotted in Figure 2, indi-
cating that the amount of precipitation amount of the CaS, MeO#2 and 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2
phases in the molten slag remained the same quality with an increase in basicity. This is
because the contents of MgO and CaS in the different synthetic slags were 3.00 and 3.38 g,
respectively, and the sulfur and magnesium in the slag were able to completely precipitate.
According to the thermodynamic calculation in Figure 1, MgO and CaS did not react with
the other components in the slag during solidification, and they could completely precipi-
tate into MeO#2 phase (MgO solid solution) and CaS during solidification. Additionally,
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the complete precipitation of 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2 in slag was unaffected by the change
in basicity, mainly due to CaO being the main composition in the synthetic slag, in the
molten state, Al2O3 in slags with different basicities completely reacted with CaO and CaF2
to form 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2. Moreover, when the basicity increased from 2.5 to 4.5, the
C2S phase decreased from 72.62% to 48.05%, and the amount of precipitation of MeO#1
phase increased from 10.25% to 34.82% in the solid slag. The amount of precipitation of
C2S phase in the slag was negatively correlated with the increase in basicity, while the
amount of precipitation of the MeO#1 phase was positively correlated.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the total amount of precipitation of each phase in the solid slag and
the basicity.

Since the slag samples were prepared in the laboratory at 1600 ◦C, the thermodynamic
analysis of the molten slag phase at 1600 ◦C was calculated to provide a reference for the
mineral structure in molten slags with different basicities; the calculation result is shown in
Figure 3. It was observed that all slag samples were composed of MeO#1 and liquid phases
at 1600 ◦C. With the increase in basicity from 2.5 to 4.5, the liquid phase content in the
molten slag decreased from 96.26% to 73.63%, while the MeO#1 phase content increased
from 3.74% to 26.37%. It can be concluded that the supersaturation of MeO#1 phase in
molten slag increased with the increase in basicity at 1600 ◦C.

Moreover, the process of sulfur precipitation in molten slag is related to the crystalliza-
tion temperature of its sulfur; thus, the thermodynamic calculation of the crystallization
temperature of sulfur in slag can provide thermodynamic a theory for the analysis of
sulfur precipitation behavior in molten slag. The crystallization temperature of CaS in
different basicities slag was calculated as shown in Figure 4. When the basicity was 2.5,
the highest crystallization temperature of CaS was 1340 ◦C. When the basicity was 4.5, the
crystallization temperature of CaS was 1305 ◦C. Thus, it can be seen that the crystallization
temperature of CaS was a strong function of basicity. The increase in basicity tended to
promote a lower crystallization temperature, and the temperature decreased from 1340 to
1305 ◦C.
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CaS in molten slag.

Based on the above solidification simulation analysis of each phase in the molten slag,
the sulfur in the slag was precipitated in the form of CaS minerals, and the basic phases
in the molten slag were C2S, MeO#1, MeO#2, 12CaO·7Al2O3·CaF2 and CaS. Two phases
coexisted in the molten slag at 1600 ◦C, and the particle concentration of the MeO#1 phase
increased with the increase of basicity. During the equilibrium solidification process, the
sulfur in the slag completely precipitated in the form of a CaS phase, and the crystallization
temperature of CaS in the slag gradually decreased with the increase in basicity.

4. Results
4.1. Analysis of Synthetic Slag

Figure 5 presents the XRD analysis results of the synthetic slag samples with different
basicities. The corresponding phase was C3S at diffraction angles of 32.3◦, 32.7◦, 34.4◦,
41.5◦, 51.9◦ and 62.4◦. The corresponding phase was C2S at diffraction angles of 32.3,
32.7and 41.5◦. The corresponding phase was CaS at diffraction angles of 31.5◦, 45.2◦ and
60.2◦, and MeO#2 at diffraction angles of 36.3◦, 43.4◦ and 62.5◦. When a slag basicity of
R ≤ 3.5, the characteristic peak of the MeO#1 phase didn’t appear in the solid slag. When
the basicity increased to 4.0, the characteristic peak of the MeO#1 phase began to appear at
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2θ of 32.5◦, 37.2◦, and 54.5 ◦, and the intensity of the characteristic peak of the MeO#1 phase
gradually enhanced with the increase in basicity. This was mainly because the basicity of
the slag was less than or equal to 3.5, the CaO in the slag was in an unsaturated state in
the actual melting process, and CaO completely reacted with the other components in the
slag to form silicate in the heat preservation process. Furthermore, when the basicity was
greater than or equal to 4.0, the MeO#1 phase in the slag gradually increased due to the
basicity being greater than or equal to 4.0, the supersaturation of the CaO content in the
slag gradually increased, which caused the content of the MeO#1 phase that precipitated
in the slag during solidification to gradually increase. Based on the above analysis, it can
be concluded that the basic mineral phases of the solid slag were the silicate phase (C2S
and C3S), the MeO#2 phase and the CaS phase, when the basicity was 2.5, 3.0 or 3.5; the
basic mineral phases of the solid slag included the silicate phase (C2S and C3S), the MeO#1
phase (CaO solid solution), the MeO#2 phase (MgO solid solution) and the CaS phase,
when the basicity was 4.0 or 4.5.
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In addition, the thermodynamic calculations in Figures 1 and 2 show that the main
phase in solid slag was the C2S phase, but the experimental results conclude that the silicate
phase were C2S and C3S in solid slag. The main reason for the phenomenon is that the
Equilib module of the thermodynamic database Factsage8.0 lacks C3S data. Therefore, the
thermodynamic calculation results showed that the slag contained only C2S phase.

4.2. Microstructure of the Slag Samples

Figure 6 shows the synthetic slag samples with different basicities prepared at 1600 ◦C
and 1 L/min nitrogen for 15 min. According to the results of EDS, C2S, C3S, matrix,
MeO#1, MeO#2 phase and CaS phases were determined in solid slag samples, a-C3S, b-C2S,
c-matrix, d-MeO#2, e-CaS and f-MeO#1 phase. When the basicity was 2.5, the solid slag
mainly contained long-strip C3S phase and small particle C2S-phase, while the CaS and
black MeO#2 phase dispersed in the silicate grain boundary and matrix phase. When the
basicity was 3.0, the C2S phase in the molten slag was round structure and the content
was more than that in S1, while the content of the C3S phase was less than that in S1. The
MeO#2 phase in slag sample S2 was mainly distributed at the grain boundary of the C2S
phase or C3S phase. In addition, the CaS grains in S2 were mainly distributed at the grain
boundaries of the round cake-like C2S phase, and the CaS grains were larger than those in
S1. When the basicity of the molten slag was 3.5, the C3S phase was mainly distributed
in the slag with a large area of block structures, and a small amount of dispersion was
distributed in the matrix phase, while there was no obvious single C2S phase in the solid
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slag. Furthermore, the MeO#2 phase began to grow up in the black block structure, and the
larger dimensional CaS grains began to increase. When the basicity of the slag was 4.0 and
4.5, the content of the C3S phase in the slag was more than that of S3, the grain area of the
MeO#2 phase was larger than that in S3, while the white CaS phase was distributed at the
grain boundary of the C3S phase in strip and particle shapes. Moreover, the porous oval
MeO#1 phase began to appear in S4 slag samples, the number of MeO#1 phase grains in S5
was higher than that in the S4. XRD analysis results showed that the slag with different
basicity contained C2S phase, but EDS analysis of slag only S1, S2 contained a large number
of C2S phase. S3, S4, S5 did not contain C2S phase due to the main silicate product of S3,
S4 and S5 slag samples with high basicity being C3S in the heat preservation process.
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Figure 6. Micro analysis chart of slag samples with different basicity. a, C3S; b, C2S; c, matrix phase;
d, MeO#2 phase; e, CaS phase; f, MeO#1 phase. S1—with bacisity of 2.5, S2—with bacisity of 3.0,
S3—with bacisity of 3.5, S4—with bacisity of 4.0, S5—with bacisity of 4.5.

Moreover, by comparing and analyzing the mineral structure of S1–S5 slag samples, it
was found that the number of CaS grains that precipitated along the silicate grain boundary
in the S1 and S2 slag samples gradually decreased, while the CaS grains that precipitated
in the matrix phase of S3–S5 slag samples were higher than S1 and S2 slag samples. The
grain size of CaS increased gradually in the slag with the increase in basicity. The matrix
phase in the solid slag was mainly distributed along the precipitated phase, and the
distribution of the matrix phase in molten slag was mainly controlled by the precipitated
phase. In addition, the number of CaS grains in the slag was statistically analyzed by
image-ProPlus6.0, and the results are shown in Figure 7. When the slag basicity was 2.5, the
number of CaS grains in the slag was 246, and when the slag basicity was 4.5, the number
of CaS grains in the slag was 99. Thus, it can be seen that the number of CaS grains in
molten slag gradually increased with the increase in basicity.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Effect of Basicity on the Sulfur Precipitation Behavior

When the basicity of the slag was 2.5–3.0, the slag contained separate C2S and C3S
phases. This is mainly because the silicate formed by the slag reaction was in the C2S and
C3S zones of CaO-SiO2 phase diagram. When the slag basicity was equal to 3.5, 4.0 or 4.5,
the silicate phase in the slag comprised a large area of massive the C3S phase. This was
mainly because the silicate product in the slag was completely located in the C3S area in
the CaO-SiO2 phase diagram; the silicate product in the slag was mainly the C3S phase at
1600 ◦C. Moreover, the CaS grain size increased gradually with the increase in basicity due
to the complex silicate network structure of slag decreased with the increase in basicity,
which decreased the viscosity of slag, and promoted the growth of CaS grain in the slag.
Certain scholars [22,23] have reported that an increase of CaO content in the slag led to
the decrease of bridge oxygen content, which makes silicate network structure become
simpler and decreases the viscosity of slag. Herein, the number of CaS grains in the slag
samples decreased gradually with the increase in basicity due to the initial crystallization
temperature of CaS decreased with the increase in basicity in the molten slag (Figure 4),
which led to a decrease of the supercooling zone of CaS crystallization in the molten slag,
leading to an increase of critical nucleation of CaS, and resulting in a gradual decrease in
the nucleation rate of CaS crystals.

In addition, the precipitation behavior of the sulfur in the molten slags with different
basicities was related to the nucleation mode of sulfur during solidification. The precipita-
tion process of the sulfur in the molten slag included homogeneous and heterogeneous
nucleation. Based on the above analysis of the microstructure of slags with different basic-
ities, the sulfur in the solid slag was mainly distributed in the form of CaS in the matrix
phase and grew along the grain boundary of the silicate. The CaS grains in the slags
with low basicities (R = 2.5 and 3.0) mainly grew along the silicate grain boundary due
to a large number of silicate solid particles existed in the matrix phase, which provided
favorable conditions for the heterogeneous nucleation of sulfur in the matrix phase during
precipitation. Jiang et al. [24] concluded that the existence of solid-phase ZrO2 particles
in CaO-Al2O3 slag causes heterogeneous nucleation of slag during solidification. Further-
more, the matrix phase of high-basicity slags (R = 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5) contained an amount
of CaS grains, and several CaS grains grew along the silicate grain boundaries. This was
mainly because the area of single silicate grains in the high-basicity slags was larger than
that in the low-basicity slags, which reduced the contact area between the matrix phase
and silicate solid particles, resulting in the precipitation process of CaS in high-basicity
slags being mainly homogeneous nucleation. This implied that the precipitation of sulfur
in the matrix phase of the low-basicity slags was mainly heterogeneous nucleation, while
the CaS in high-basicity slags was mainly homogeneous nucleation.
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5.2. Effect of Basicity on the Occurrence State of Sulfur in Slag

The micro-area distribution of the sulfur in the S1 and S3 slag samples in Figure 8
were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM-EDS), as shown. Through the
surface scanning analysis data, it was found that the matrix phase around the CaS grains
contained dispersed sulfur elements; thus, it can be determined that the slag matrix phase
in the solidification process contained unprecipitated amorphous sulfur. The sulfur of the
synthetic slag existed in two different states, namely, CaS crystal and amorphous sulfur.
The sulfur elements distributed in the aggregated state of the molten slag were CaS crystals,
while the sulfur elements distributed in the dispersed state occurred in the matrix phase
as an amorphous structure. Comparing the microzone distribution of the sulfur elements
in Figure 8a,b, it can be discovered that the amorphous structure density of the sulfur
elements in the S3 slag sample was higher than that in the S1 slag sample, and the content
of amorphous sulfur in the slag increased with an increase in basicity. The key reason of
such a phenomenon was that the crystallization temperature of the CaS in the molten slag
decreased with the increase in basicity and the supercooling zone of the CaS crystallization
decreased during solidification in the same cooling system (air cooling), which reduced
the amount of precipitation of the CaS phase and increased the amorphous sulfur content
in matrix phase. Moreover, the thermodynamic calculation of sulfur precipitation during
solidification in Figure 2 indicated that the sulfur in the slag was completely precipitated
in the form of CaS, but the surface scanning distribution analytical results showed that
the amorphous sulfur content of matrix phase increased with the increase in basicity. This
was mainly because the kinetic condition of S2− diffusion in the matrix phase deteriorated
with the decrease in slag temperature during solidification, while certain S2− in the matrix
phase failed to diffuse to the surface of the CaS crystal nucleus to form CaS crystals and
occurred in the form of an amorphous structure in matrix phase.
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Based on the above, research status of KR desulfurization slag and the experimental re-
sults are discussed. At present, the comprehensive utilization process of KR desulfurization
slag in China is not considered to remove sulfur from KR desulfurization slag and to reuse it
in converter smelting processes. Therefore, the results are beneficial to provide a theoretical
basis for the subsequent removal of sulfur from slag through oxidizing atmosphere.

6. Conclusions

(1) According to the calculated results of molten slag solidification process based on ther-
modynamic database FactSage8.1, it was concluded that sulfur in KR desulfurization
slag was mainly precipitated in the form of CaS, and the crystallization temperature
of CaS in slag decreased with the increase of basicity;

(2) CaS grains mainly precipitated along silicate grain boundaries in low-basicity (R = 2.5
and 3.0) slags, and the precipitation behavior of CaS was mainly heterogeneous
nucleation. There were fewer CaS grains precipitated along silicate grain boundaries
in molten slags with high basicity (R = 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5), and the precipitation behavior
of sulfur in matrix phase was mainly homogeneous nucleation;

(3) The number and the size of CaS grains decreased and increased respectively with the
increase of the slag basicity.
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